Home is.....

My view of home is ever changing, but this weekend really shifted my perspective. Though my definition has changed over the years – I have always had a home – always...

```
Define Home ->

- The ocean

Where my family is ->
- Greensboro
- Raleigh
- Asheville
- Wilkesboro
- Boone
- Charlotte
- Germany

Where I am accepted unconditionally.

"Home is a verb." —Joyce

Home is not a fixed place
```

Having a home is a Right... it is not a privilege.
Home is.....

When I think of it truly— it is my support network that is my home... I have always had family and friends around me that have provided shelter, love, and support throughout my life. Home should be a right, but I must realize how privileged I am to have one— and I must fight and speak for others who also deserve a home. Every human deserves a home.

-Jennifer Mont
Home is.....

Home is where people listen to you.
A place of freedom cannot be explained by anyone.

Search for identity and a place to belong.
That is the work that has not been done.

Because of the color of my words.

...
Home is.....

Peralto continued... all how she can think about race and a rur - but must think of pure daily. Red Daily

"Dying to Better Themselves - Be to Read"

"Brown are always thinking."

Considering Brown.

Santos, "all the people who fought so I am possible."

Saluki wish-reaching

"Let as e relicule (web) fractal"

Then she grew up everyone was her mother

Rondo Rico [Caribbean == Latin America]

You are always black in America.

You have been "Negro" all of your life.

You have been into America.